
THE THEATRE MAGAZINE 
 

aka  

The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly Devoted to the Stage (1905-1912)  
The Theatre (1912-1923)   

The Theatre, Society and Home (1924-1926) 
 

First published in 1905 as The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly Devoted to the Dramatic Arts, the 

Theatre (as it was commonly referred to) became the leading voice for both legitimate and variety 

theatre in Australia for almost a decade. It also provided regular reports on "the whole field of 

amusements throughout Australasia," including interviews, gossip and reviews. From 1913 onwards 

the magazine even included a regular multi-page section called "The Month in Vaudeville." As the 

Theatre, Society and Home it ceased publication in 1926. 
 

The Theatre: An Illustrated Monthly Devoted to the Stage: A 

magazine "devoted to the advancement of theatrical interests, The 

Theatre began in 1905 as a "monthly theatrical review" but four issues 

later switched to a fortnightly publication. This also coincided with the 

magazine subsuming another theatrical journal The Player: An 

Illustrated Journal Published Monthly in Interests of the Dramatic Art 

(1903-1905).  Published out of Sydney by W.J. Moulton and J.W. 

Eedy, The Theatre covered drama, popular and amateur theatre, music, 

and amusements, as well as authors, playwrights, managers, and stars, 

with many represented in black-and-white or one-tint photographs, 

caricatures, and cartoons. While it also served as a voice of the 

industry, arguing strongly for state subsidy of local art and drama, the 

editors also catered for general public by publishing stage gossip.  
 

A change of editor at the end of 1905 saw the magazine move back to a 

monthly publication. It was also announced that the Theatre would 

offer its readers a more stable and wider coverage of theatrical issues, 

not only from "all the other States and Colonies [but also from England 

and America." In this respect it soon became the key source of 

information and commentary on developments in both the theatrical 

and moving picture worlds.  
 

 

 

 
 

While activities of leading film and theatrical entrepreneurs such as of T.J. 

West and J.C. Williamson's (as well as their stars), occupied much space in 

the magazine, local players also received due recognition. A cross-section 

of people, companies and popular culture crazes feature by the magazine up 

until 1912 includes: George Rignold, Annette Kellerman, Cousins Spencer, 

Apache dancers,
1
 Tittell Brune, Snowy Baker, Pathe Pictures, Hugh D. 

McIntosh, Beaumont Smith, roller skating, vaudeville, and chorus girls. 

Each January issue also contained a Resume of the Year. 
 
 

PUBLICATION DETAILS 
 

 • Subtitle:       Varies. Sometimes incl. An Illustrated Theatrical Journal 

 • Frequency:   Monthly for four issues, then fortnightly till November  

                        1905, there after monthly. 

 • Range:         1.1 (1905) - 10. 10 (Oct. 1912).  NB: Vol.1 comprised one 

                        issue of The Theatre. An Illustrated Stage Annual for  

                        1903-4. 

 

The Theatre Magazine:  In October 1912, the magazine's original publishers sold their interest to Syd Day Ltd, 

and from the following month it became known as The Theatre Magazine (also known simply as The Theatre). The 

first issue declared: "[The Theatre] is absolutely independent of any management. No theatrical firm holds as much as 

a single share of its stock. There is only one way into its news columns - by having something to say of interest to its 

readers." 

                                                           
1
  See "Dance" page in Fads and Fashions" section for insights into the Apache Dance. 
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The new larger format and additional pages also 

provided the magazine's editors greater opportunity to 

expand its coverage of practitioner profiles, and 

increase other areas such as interviews and columns, 

as well as provide regular reports on "the whole field 

of amusements throughout Australasia', with detailed 

summaries and assessments of performances, and 

gossip paragraphs." One significant change to the 

magazine occurred the following year when it began 

incorporating a section devoted entirely to variety 

entertainment. Titled "The Month in Vaudeville," the 

multiple  page  supplement  was  also  given its  own  

 
 

 

specialist editor. This recognition of variety as a significant part of the overall theatrical industry was very much in 

response to the rapid and expansive growth of vaudeville across the length and breadth of the county – a growth which 

also brought about the arrival of Australian Variety – a magazine devoted almost entirely to live popular culture 

entertainment. 
 

The Theatre's new owner editor R.R.F. Hill (as of October 1917) did not entirely brace all facets of popular culture 

entertainment, however. From around 1915 the magazine made a firm stance for censorship of moving pictures, 

condemning picture-show proprietors who were "pandering to the lowest instead of the highest instincts of the 

community" and urging the industry to display "good taste." The magazine's campaign against the worst films 

screening in Sydney (those that touched 'the high water mark in the low water direction) and call for "cleanliness" as 

the best policy for vaudeville, was at odds with its view of the higher value of nudity in art. In her entry on The 

Theatre in AustLit, Jill Julius Matthews cites a statement written in the magazine relating to opera, whereby the 

magazine recognised: "In art, woman, undraped and gently unashamed, is the symbol of moral and physical beauty, 

and the artistic eye will naturally take more delight in the realism of diaphanous draperies than in the pseudo-

decorousness of tights" (n. pag.). The magazine reinforced this distinction within its pages over a number of years 

publishing several fine-art photographic nude studies. The boundaries between "artistic" and "cinematic" moral taste 

became somewhat blurred, however, when the editors also included such photos as "Vampire" dancer Nina Speight, a 

nude photo of vaudeville star Daisy Jerome and featured humour of a openly suggestive nature. [see images below] 
 

Moving pictures became an increasing focus of the magazine towards the latter end of the 1910s and into the 1920s, 

beginning in November 1915 with an extended column, "Reel Life in All its Varying Phases." Converted into a full 

section from June 1918, this evolved into The Australasian Picture Magazine. An Illustrated Monthly Devoted to the 

Screen. In Conjunction with The Theatre Magazine and The Player, a separate publication which lasted between May 

1920 and January 1924.  
 
 

PUBLICATION DETAILS 
 

• Subtitle:        

• Frequency:   Monthly 

• Range:         10.11 (Nov. 1912) – 21.12 (Dec. 1923) 

• Publisher:    Syd Day Ltd (Nov. 1912- Sept. 1917); R. R. F. Hill (Oct. – July 1923);  Leslie Moffat for Theatre  

       Ltd in association with Shipping News (Aug. 1923- Aug. 1926) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Dec. 1914, 21. 
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The Theatre, Society and Home:    In August 1923 the magazine 

changed editorial hands in preparation for a change of ownership beginning 

January 1924. The new managing editor, journalist Wallace Nelson 

promised the continue the magazine's well-established traditions and 

reputation, albeit with a "a lighter touch." This lighter approach, made more 

obvious with a change of name from 1924, was also explained by Nelson as 

necessary in terms of increasing its longevity and the need to remain abreast 

of the times. 'We are the oldest theatrical publication in Australia (we shall 

shortly enter our twenty-fifth year)," he wrote, "and in these days of 

competition we do not want the old-timers to accuse us of inferiority beside 

the younger and more modern publications.'  
 

The new version of The Theatre underwent a slight format change, most 

notable in the division of its contents into particular areas: Special Articles; 

Special Features (mostly local, interstate and international gossip and notes); 

Reviews; Society and Home (including recipes), Pictorial Features (of shows 

and films), and Sundries. It also provided advice and hints on fashion and 

home decoration for readers who wanted to emulate stage and screen stars.   

 
 

Nina Speight "Vampire Dance" 

Nov. 1915, 39. 

 

 

 
    Cosette:  You're giving the glad-eye to Max, carrying on with Paul, and more or 
         less entangled with half-a-dozen others. What does your husband think of it all? 

    Fifi:         Fiddlesticks! Don't you know that in these days the right hand should  

        never know what the left hand gives? 
 

"Seaside Confidences" 

July 1918, 47. 

 

 
 

Ellera Neri 

"A fine art study." 

Nov. (1916), 53. 

 
 

Daisy Jerome 

Sept. 1918, 6. 

 



The new magazine continued to appeal directly to those working in the theatrical and musical professions, with hints 

from behind the scenes and pars about parties and movements. Advertorials also began to appear. However, a year and 

a half after it began The Theatre underwent another metamorphosis – this time becoming a weekly magazine called 

Just It. The new magazine was heralded as promising "'an immediate and brilliant resurrection in the bright, 

beautifully printed and illustrated pages." In pointing out that the magazine had by then accumulated a life-span of 

twenty-two years, Wallace Nelson rightly suggested that "when the time comes for the historian to sit down and write 

a history of the Australian stage, he will find his path made easy from 1905 to date, by reason of the files of" the 

magazine Australians had come to know as The Theatre. 
 

 

SEE ALSO 
 

•  Just It 
 

 

PUBLICATION DETAILS 
 

• Subtitle:       With which is incorporated 'The Player' and 'The Australasian Picture 

• Frequency:   Monthly 

• Range:          22.1 (Jan. 1924) – 245.8 (Aug. 1926) 

• Publisher:     Shipping News Ltd 
 

 

FURTHER REFERENCE 
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Another Theatre magazine section, "Behind the Trombone" focused on entertainment gossip and news. 
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